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Abstract—Reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) technique
is effective to improve the capacity and coverage of various
networks. However, the practical RIS has dissimilar responses
to signals in different frequencies due to its structure. Therefore,
directly applying existing schemes to multi-band heterogeneous
networks leads to beam misalignment and performance degra-
dation issues. This paper considers RIS-assisted multi-band
heterogeneous networks where base stations (BSs) use different
frequencies. We formulate the problem for maximizing the sum
rate of all users (SR) in every frequency band, and aim to
jointly design BSs precoding vectors and RIS parameters while
taking user choices into account. Based on the closed-form
relationship of phase shifts between frequencies, an iterative algo-
rithm is proposed to solve the challenging non-convex problems.
In particular, we use fractional programming to decouple the
problem, and solve the subproblems with quadratic transform
(QT) and genetic algorithm (GA). Simulation results show that
the proposed scheme can significantly improve SR among all
frequency bands, which could instruct the coexistence of mul-
tiple communication systems in future heterogeneous networks.
What’s more, results also prove that deploying RISs recklessly
will result in a degradation of the network.

Index Terms—Convex optimization, multi-band heterogeneous
networks, practical model, reconfigure intelligent surface.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE promotion and prevalence of 5G have greatly im-
proved the quality of wireless cellular networks with

their high speed and low latency. Even so, the exponential
growth of cellular traffic brought by the increasing demand
for portable intelligent equipment, mobile office etc., results
in power consumption and mobility issues. Consequently,
research community is already looking for a better vision
for 6G technology due to the urgent need for higher system
capacity and better edge coverage [1]. As a revolutionary
enabling technology, reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS)
provides a new paradigm for wireless communication [2].

RIS contains a series of configurable electromagnetic in-
ternals, and is capable of precisely controlling parameters
such as phase shifts and amplitude of the electromagnetic
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wave in a predefined manner [3]. RIS can effectively improve
the performance of average rate [4] and coverage [5], by
intervening and changing the environment of signal propaga-
tion. This characteristic generates significant interest in both
academia and industry, and has been extended to millimeter
waves (mmWave), physical layer security, device-to-device,
and wireless powered systems [6]–[9], etc.

While people are excited about the benefits, many farsighted
have raised their concerns. As RIS is gradually put into
practice, existing ideal assumptions lead to serious issues in
RIS deployment [10]. For example, the authors in [11] mention
the management issues and believe that the addition of RIS
may affect the operation status of other existing systems. The
main problem lies in the working mechanism of RIS. Internal
components of RIS adjust electromagnetic waves by changing
the frequency-dependent reflecting coefficients. As an incre-
ment of the transmission environment, RIS will not only affect
all links, but also have different effects on different frequencies
[12], which may cause problems in existing systems.

In the multi-band heterogeneous networks which contains
different systems with different frequencies, the RIS may not
improve the performance but degrade intricate systems having
different frequency bands. Moreover, in the foreseeable future,
various communication technologies and frequency bands such
as WiFi and cellular networks [13], telecommunications sup-
pliers using different frequency bands [14] will be applied,
and the drawback will be more evident.

There is no mutual influence between frequencies in tradi-
tional networks, and few research pays attention to this aspect.
Facing multiple frequencies interweaving and coexisting in
the electromagnetic environment, [15] and [16] consider a
RIS aided OFDM system. These proposals reduce the es-
timation overhead by combining RIS elements, and obtain
the maximum achievable rate by finding the optimal phase
shifts and power allocation through an optimization algorithm.
The authors in [17] studies the effect of RIS on OFDM
signals under selective high-mobility Rician channels in UAV
networks, and proposes estimation and interference canceling
methods to obtain a better performance. In the multi-band cell-
free network, Zhang uses multiple RISs to improve the sum
of weighted rate of the whole network, hoping to replace the
role of base station (BS) with RIS [18]. The optimal precoding
and phase shifts are solved by developing an alternating
optimization framework.

However, these studies only address the case where the
RIS response to different frequencies is consistent, which will
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hinder practical applications of RIS. [19] and [20] mention
the frequency selective surface, which is more effective for
dual-band due to material constraints, wherefore it has limited
application in large networks. The authors in [21] construct the
basic structure and model of the RIS for the first time, and
derive the electromagnetic model of RIS. Subsequently, [22]
proposes an equivalent model of RIS by means of equivalent
impedance, which significantly reduces the model’s complex-
ity. [23] and [24] summarize and simulate the corresponding
models respectively, showing the effectiveness of the model.

The authors in [25] consider deploying multiple RISs in
multiple cells with different frequency bands to minimize
the transmit power. The phase shifts of non-serving frequen-
cies are approximately constant when the frequency gap is
enormous. However, such a model cannot be used when the
frequency gap is slight, which limits the capability of RIS.
The phase shifts relationship between different frequencies are
still unclear. The authors in [26] focus on the RIS-assisted
OFDM system, and give approximate relationships for differ-
ent frequencies for the first time. Based on the relationship,
optimization problems are constructed and solved by the block
coordinate descent method. Nevertheless, the approximate
model is only established in the narrow bandwidth, and it is
difficult to fit in some wideband networks.

Nevertheless, in the multi-band heterogeneous network, the
frequency gap is closely related to actual deployed systems
with various frequencies, resulting in lower accuracy of ap-
proximate relationships. At the same time, users in the multi-
band heterogeneous network can choose BS according to
signal strength, which has not been investigated in existing
researches. In addition, when the RIS is deployed without a
specific design in the multi-band heterogeneous network, how
much performance degradation it will cause is still unclear.

To address aforementioned issues, we try to reverse the
dilemma when deploying RIS in the multi-band heterogeneous
network, and improve the performance of whole network. Our
main contributions are as follows:

• We establish a model of generic multi-band heteroge-
neous networks, where multiple BSs serve multiple users
at different frequency bands. The user can freely change
the BS during the communication process according to
the signal strength. The model can be extended to other
multi-band networks such as OFDM, cell-free networks
and networks with different techniques such as satellite
and cellular networks.

• For multi-band heterogeneous networks, we formulate
the problem aiming at maximizing the sum rate of
users (SR) among all frequency bands. In addition, we
derive a closed-form relationship of phase shifts between
different frequency bands using the practical model for
the first time to guide scheme designing. Through jointly
designing BS precoding vectors and RIS phase shifts, the
proposed scheme can improve the performance of the
whole network.

• To address the non-convex problem, we decouple the
main problem into several sub-problems using fractional
programming (FP) based on Lagrangian dual reformu-
lation at first. The sub-problems are solved with the

aid of quadratic transform and alternating optimization
algorithm. In particular, we transform variables from RIS
capacitors to phase shifts to improve the accuracy, and
introduce the genetic algorithm (GA) to reduce the cost
of the traverse search. Finally, the iterative optimization
algorithm is summarized, and the feasible sub-optimal
solution is found.

• Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can
effectively improve the SR. We further investigate the
effects of different RIS element numbers, deployment
locations, and frequency gaps to provide guidance for
RIS deployment. In addition, it is worth noting that
deploying RIS regardless of the consequences does result
in a degradation of the performance, and even worse than
the condition with no RIS.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system
model of the multi-band heterogeneous network and corre-
sponding SR maximization problem formulation are discussed
in Section II. In Section III, we proposed the joint optimization
for BS precoding vectors and RIS phase shifts. Simulation
results are provided in Section IV to validate the performance
of the proposed scheme in multi-band heterogeneous network.
Finally, we conclude the paper and future works in Section V.

Notations: Bold capital letters in the formula repre-
sent matrices, bold lowercase letters represent vectors,
and normal lowercase letters represent constant values.
(•)T , (•)H , (•)N∗M denote the transpose, conjugate-transpose
operations and the dimension of the matrix, respectively. C
and R+ denote the set of complex and positive real numbers,
respectively. Re() denotes the real part of a complex number.
|a| denotes the norm of vector a . O(•) is the time computa-
tional complexity.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

To establish a more realistic and generalizable model, we
first describe the architecture and signal model of general
multi-band heterogeneous networks in section II-A. Based on
the practical structure, the equivalent circuit model of RIS
is introduced in section II-B. Finally in section II-C, we
formulate the problem of maximizing the SR in the network.

A. System Architecture and Signal Model

We consider a multi-band heterogeneous network as shown
in Fig. 1. The network contains B different BSs with M
antennas which provide the same kind of service to the user in
different frequency bands. The BSs in the network can rep-
resent access points from different frequency bands (i.e., 1.8
GHz and 2 GHz), different telecommunications suppliers, or
different communication technologies (i.e., cellular networks
and WiFi). We assume that each BS is working in narrow-band
and other frequencies are beyond the filter bandpass range.

We assume that each BS is working in narrow-band and
other frequencies are beyond the filter bandpass range. Consid-
ering the actual situation like cellular networks with different
telecommunications suppliers, the user equipment can receive
multiple frequency bands such as 2.3 GHz and 2.5 GHz
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Fig. 1. The illustration of the proposed multi-band heterogeneous network.

around, and tends to select a BS with a higher quality of
service (QoS).

In order to improve the rate of K single-antenna users
among all frequency bands, a RIS with N elements is deployed
near BSs. Let B = {1, 2, · · · , B}, K = {1, 2, · · · ,K} and
N = {1, 2, · · · , N} denote sets of BSs, users and elements of
RIS, respectively.

At the beginning of the communication process, the acqui-
sition of CSI is a critical step. Users broadcast the training
pilots to all BSs. Under the assumption that BSs can obtain
accurate CSI, BSs jointly design the precoding vectors and
parameters of RIS elements in the downlink transmission
process. After receiving the downlink signal, users judge the
signal strength in each frequency band and automatically
select the BS to access to. During the downlink transmission
stage, each BS uses a particular frequency fs, s ∈ B to
transmit signals so that the signals do not interfere with each
other. Let s = [ss,1, ss,2, · · · ss,K ]T ∈ CK×1, where the ss,k
demonstrates the signal from s− th BS to the user K and has
a normalized power.

Since there is no mutual influence at the signal level, the
precoding vectors will be designed independently. The BS’s
precoding vectors W = [w1,1,w1,2, · · · ,wB,K ]T ,ws,k ∈
CM×K is used to encode the signal, and then the BS transmit

symbol is denoted as xs =
K∑

k=1

ws,kss,k. Through the above

assumptions, the received signal of the k − th user can be
expressed as:

ys,k = fHsUk
ws,kss,k +

K∑
i=1,i̸=k

fHsUk
ws,iss,i + ns, (1)

where fHsUk
= hH

sUk
+ hH

s,RUk
Φs(C)gsR represents the

equivalent channel consisting of direct and reflection links;
hsUk

∈ CM×1, hs,RUk
∈ CN×1 and gsR ∈ CM×N denote

the frequency domain channel on frequency fs from the BSs
to the user Uk, from the RIS to Uk, and from BS s to the RIS,
respectively. The large-scale fading is given by C0(d/d0)

−κ,
where κ is the loss exponent caused by the transmission path.
The small-scale fading of the channel is modeled as a Rician

model with fading parameter λ, which can be expressed as:

h =

√
λ

1 + λ
hLoS +

√
1

1 + λ
hNLoS, (2)

where the hLoS and hNLoS ∼ CN (0, 1) denote the Line of
Sight and Non-Line of Sight component. It is worth noting
that these parameters may be different in different links [18],
which will be covered in detail in the simulation setup. Φs

∆
=

diag(ϕs,1, ϕs,2, · · · , ϕs,N ) denotes the phase shift matrix at
the RIS; ns is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at
the receiver whose distribution follows CN (0, σ2

s). Hence, the
SINR of the User Uk can be calculated as:

γs,k =

∣∣fHsUk
ws,k

∣∣2
K∑

i=1,i̸=k

∣∣fHsUk
ws,i

∣∣2 + σ2
s,k

. (3)

B. Equivalent Circuit Model of RIS

On the basis of the internal structure of the RIS, elements
of RIS can be regarded as an impedance model [23], and the
Maxwell equation for signal propagation can be reduced to an
impedance-based reflection coefficient representation:

ϕ (Ce, Re, f) =
ZL (Ce, Re, f)− Z0

ZL (Ce, Re, f) + Z0
, (4)

where the characteristic impedance Z0 is a fixed value de-
termined by the geometry and material of the transmission
path, ZL is the transmitted load impedance determined by the
parameters of the element. Here we use a simplified model that
uses fixed inductances and variable capacitor Ce in element
e to change ZL. This model can easily adjust the amplitude
and phase of the reflected electromagnetic waves. The load
impedance is determined by:

Z (Ce, Re, f) =
j2πfLi

(
j2πfLo +

1
j2πfCe

+Re

)
j2πfLi + j2πfLo +

1
j2πfCe

+Re

, (5)

where Li, Lo, Re and f denote the inner layer inductance,
the outer layer inductance, resistor, and the carrier frequency,
respectively. Noted that the phase of the signal is easier to
change compared to the amplitude of the signal by RIS.
According to [11], the phase shiftmainly rely on Ce, while
other parameters have little influence or difficulty in handling.
Therefore, we mainly consider designing the phase shifts by
capacitors C = {C1, C2, · · · , CN} ∈ R+ in this paper.

It is evident that the frequency greatly influences the
phase shift. Therefore, we hope to present a better downlink
performance for users through different responses between
frequencies.

C. Problem Fomulation

According to the user’s QoS requirements and the over-
all operating requirements of the system, it is necessary to
maximize the sum rate of all users. Although users can
receive all frequencies, considering equipment limitations, it
will generally select the BS with the highest SINR.
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So, we aim to maximize the SR by jointly optimizing
the precoding vectors of BSs and the capacitors of RIS
elements subject to the power constraint of BSs. Finally, the
SR maximization optimization problem can be formulated as:

P0 : max
C,W

K∑
k=1

max
s∈B

log2(1 + γs,k),

s.t.
K∑
i=k

|ws,k|2 ≤ Ps, s ∈ B,
(6)

where Ps constrains the maximum power of the BS s. Due
to the non-convex of the problem P0, it is very challenging
to get C and W directly. We first analyze the maximization
problem of the inner layer of P0 in (6). Evidently, when a user
receives a better signal quality from one BS, other BSs can
ultimately send no signal to this user. By introducing switch
variables c = [c1,1, c1,2, · · · , cB,K ]T , where:

cs,k =

{
1, if Uk choose BS s,

0, if Uk choose other BS.
(7)

The original problem is equivalent to:

P1 : max
C,W,c

K∑
i=1

cs,ilog2(1 + γs,k),

s.t.

K∑
k=1

cs,k|ws,k|2 ≤ Ps, s ∈ B.

(8)

III. SR MAXIMIZATION VIA PREPOSED JOINT
OPTIMIZATION SCHEME

In this section, we focus on designing precoding vectors
of BSs and capacitors of RIS elements under users choice to
maximize the SR of the multi-band heterogeneous network.

The problem P1 contains non-convex form such as high-
dimensional matrix fractions in a sum of logarithms, which
cannot be solved by ordinary methods. Fortunately, the multi-
dimensional closed-form FP approach based on Lagrangian
dual reformulation can effectively reduce the complexity of the
problem and decouple the logarithm [18], and a proposition is
made as follows.

Proposition 1: By introducing an auxiliary variable ν =
[ν1,1, ν1,2, · · · , νB,K ]T , the problem P1 is equivalent to:

P2 : max
C,W,ν,c

fP2(C,W,ν, c),

s.t.

K∑
k=1

cs,k|ws,k|2 ≤ Ps, s ∈ B,
(9)

where

fP2(C,W,ν, c) =

B∑
s=1

(

K∑
k=1

cs,k log(1 + νs,k)

− cs,kνs,k + cs,k(1 + νs,k)µs,k),

(10)

in which the variable µs,k is defined as

µs,k =

∣∣fHsUk
ws,k

∣∣2
K∑
j=1

∣∣fHsUk
ws,j

∣∣2 + σ2
s,k

.
(11)

Therefore, the problem is divided into four sub-problems.
Then, we propose an iterative algorithm to optimize the
variables C, W, ν and c iteratively.

In particular, we firstly assign an initial value toW, C, and
c. The optimal solutions to these variables at each step will be
introduced in the following three subsections. The solution to
ν is presented in subsection III-A. Then, the solutions to BS
precoding vectors W with auxiliary variable ϖ is described
in subsection III-B. Next, the variables C is transformed into
the phase shifts of norm frequency Φnorm and an auxiliary
variable χ, which is solved in subsection III-C. The solution
of switch variables c is discussed in subsection III-D. Finally,
the proposed joint optimization for BS precoding vectors and
RIS phase shifts is summarized in Algorithm 1.

A. Fix C,W, c to Find the Optimal ν

As there is no coupling term in P2 and νs,k are all first-
order terms, the partial derivatives can be used to solve νs,k
directly with ∂fP2(ν,W,C)/∂νs,k = 0. Such that:

νopts,k =

∣∣∣̂fHsUk
ŵs,k

∣∣∣2
K∑

i=1,i̸=k

∣∣∣̂fHsUk
ŵs,i

∣∣∣2 + σ2
s,k

, (12)

where the ŵs,i and f̂sUk
are the optimal solutions in the

previous round, and the optimal value νopts,k is precisely the
SINR γ

(n−1)
s,k obtained in the previous round.

B. Fix C,ν, c to Find the Optimal W

When Φs(C), c,ν are fixed, the precoding vectors W can
be gradually obtained in two steps. Discarding the constant
term degenerates the problem into a precoding design. The
problem is transformed as:

Psub−B : max
W

fPsub−B (W) =

B∑
s=1

K∑
k=1

cs,k(1 + νs,k)µs,k,

s.t.

K∑
k=1

cs,k|ws,k|2 ≤ Ps, s ∈ B.

(13)
Applying the quadratic transform [27] to transform the

fractional form in µs,i to a convex form, which is reformulated
as:

fPsub−B (W,ϖ)

=

B∑
s=1

K∑
k=1

(2
√
cs,k(1 + νs,k)Re

{
ϖs,kf

H
sUk

ws,k

}
− |ϖs,k|2(

K∑
j=1

|fHsUk
ws,j |2+σ2

s,k)),

(14)

where ϖ = [ϖ1,1, ϖ1,2, · · · , ϖB,K ]T is a set of new auxiliary
variables. After the transformation, Psub−B is similar to the
problem (P1 − b) in [27], and the alternating optimization
(AO) algorithm can solve the problem by optimizing ϖ and
W alternatively. The optimal solution is expressed as:
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ϖopt
s,k =

√
cs,k(1 + νs,k)f

H
sUk

ws,k

K∑
j=1

|fHsUk
ws,j |2+σ2

s,k

,
(15)

which is obtained by the partial derivative. Considering there
is no effect between the frequencies, fPsub−B can be divided
into several small targets shown as:

P̂sub−B
s : max

Ws

(2
√
cs,k(1 + νs,k)Re

{
ϖH

s,kf
H
sUk

Ws

}
− (WH

s

K∑
k=1

(fsUk
ϖs,kϖ

H
s,kf

H
sUk

)Ws

+ϖH
s,kσ

2
s,kϖs,k)),

s.t.WH
s diag(cs,1, cs,2, , · · · cs,K)Ws ≤ Ps, s ∈ B,

(16)
where Ws = [ws,1,ws,2, · · · ,ws,K ]T is the precoding vector

of BS s. Thence the
K∑

k=1

(fsUk
ϖs,kϖ

H
s,kf

H
sUk

) and the con-

straint diag(cs,1, cs,2, , · · · cs,K) both are positive semidefinite
matrices. Moreover, these quadratically constrained quadratic
program (QCQP) problems P̂sub−B

s , s = 1, 2, · · · , B can be
solved using convex tools like CVX.

C. Fix W, c,ν to Find the Optimal C

This subsection will propose an algorithm for optimizing C
to manage complex phase shifts in the multi-band heteroge-
neous networks. By substituting (2) into (1), the relationship
between ϕs,e and Ce can be reformulated as:

ϕs,e =
asCe + bs
csCe + ds

, (17)

where as = (j2πfsLi − Z0)(j2πfsLo + Re − Z0) − Z0
2,

bs = (j2πfsLi−Z0)/j2πfs, cs = (j2πfsLi+Z0)(j2πfsLo+
Re + Z0)− Z0

2, and ds = (j2πfsLi + Z0)/j2πfs.
By analytical derivation, it can be found that Ce appears in

both the numerator and the denominator and is highly coupled
with frequency. According to [11], Ce generally takes a small
value of around 1 pF. The phase is virtually unchanged in
an extensive range, but changes sharply in a particular range.
The non-linearity characteristics reduce the accuracy of the
algorithm and lead to undermined optimization results.

In contrast, the equivalent circuit of RIS is unchanged
among all frequency bands. Although the resonant frequencies
are variously different, the trends of phase shifts are correlated
and can be described as:

ϕs,e

=
as(bnorm − dnormϕnorm,e) + bs(cnormϕnorm,e − anorm)

cs(bnorm − dnormϕnorm,e) + ds(cnormϕnorm,e − anorm)
,

(18)
where ϕnorm,e ∈ C, |ϕnorm,e| = 1 is defined as the phase
shift of norm frequency fnorm in the element e, and fnorm
can be chosen prudently among multiple frequencies.

Correspondingly, anorm,bnorm,cnorm and dnorm represent
parameters obtained from (17). Unfortunately, it is still non-
convex and hard to solve directly. Inspired by [28], the Taylor

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
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Fig. 2. The approximate result of the proposed scheme.

expansion can be introduced to approximate the non-convex
problems caused by fractions.

Lemma 1: ϕs,e can be approximated as:

ϕs,e = Qfs(ϕnorm,e),

= λ+ α

∞∑
t=0

(−βϕnorm,e)
t
,

(19)

where

α =
(anormdnorm − cnormdnorm)(bscs − asds)

(bnormcs − anormds)(cnormds − csdnorm)
,

β =
(bnormcs − anormds)

(cnormds − csdnorm)
, λ =

(bscnorm − asdnorm)

(cnormds − csdnorm)
.

(20)
The convergence domain is |βϕnorm,e| ≤ 1. Moreover, the

product that likes QHΛQ is convex, where Q is a diagonal
matrix and Λ is a positive semidefinite matrix.

Proof: See Appendix A.
Here we have discarded the actual amplitude response.

When the resistance is small, the amplitude is basically
unchanged, which makes the approximation reasonable. Al-
though the calculation of the coefficients becomes more
complicated, once the system frequency is determined, it
does not need to be calculated again. Fig.2 demonstrates the
original relationship and the result of three different order
approximation using complex Taylor expansion.

While the result have deviation when phase shift of f1 is
close to ±π, the phase shift of f2 is close to ±π too, which
has little effect on results. It is easy to obtain an acceptable
approximation by removing some high-order terms. Therefore,
the original question can be reformulated into:

Psub−C : max
Φnorm

B∑
s=1

K∑
k=1

cs,k(1 + νs,k)gs,k(Φnorm,W∗),

s.t. ϕnorm,e ∈ C, |ϕnorm,e| = 1 ∀e ∈ N ,
(21)

where
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gs,k(Φnorm,W∗)

=

∣∣∣(hH
sUk

+ hH
s,RUk

Qfs(Φnorm)gsR

)
w∗

s,k

∣∣∣2
K∑
j=1

∣∣∣(hH
sUk

+ hH
s,RUk

Qfs(Φnorm)gsR

)
w∗

s,j

∣∣∣2 + σ2
s,i

.

(22)
Therefore, the original problem which optimizes the capac-

itors of RIS elements C, changes into the problem aiming at
the phase shifts of the norm frequency Φnorm.

However, it is still complicated to solve the high dimen-
sionality caused by a large number of RIS elements and the
fractional form. Specifically, unlike solving the precoding vec-
tors, the phase shifts involve the inversion and multiplication
of the matrix, which cannot be directly simplified into the form
that can be solved. We exploit the multi-dimensional complex
quadratic transform (MCQT) [29] to solve the coupling prob-
lem of high-dimensional matrices. By extending FP to matrix
form, MCQT provides the ability to solve such problems. For
simplicity, Θs,k,j is denoted as:

Θs,k,j = (hH
sUk

+ hH
s,RUk

Qs(Φnorm)gsR)w
∗
s,j , (23)

and gs,k in (22) can be rewritten as:

gs,k(Φnorm,W∗) = ΘH
s,k,k(

K∑
j=1

Θs,k,jΘ
H
s,k,j)

−1Θs,k,k.

(24)
Then we obtain the Proposition 2 to reformulate the non-

convex problem:
Proposition 2: By introducing auxiliary variables χ =

[χ1,1, χ1,2, · · · , χB,K ]T , the problem is transformed Psub−C

via MCQT method [29] as:

max
Φnorm,χ

fPsub−C (Φnorm),

s.t.ϕnorm,e ∈ C,|ϕnorm,e| = 1,∀e ∈ N .
(25)

where

fPsub−C (Φnorm)

=

B∑
s=1

K∑
k=1

2
√

cs,k(1 + νs,k)Re(χ
H
s,kΘs,k,k)

− χH
s,k(

K∑
j=1

Θs,k,jΘ
H
s,k,j)χs,k.

(26)

Then the Φnorm can be updated in two steps:
1) Fix Φnorm to find optimal χ: For given Φnorm, the

optimal value of χs,k is reduced to a quadratic function. By
directly taking the partial derivative as ∂fPsub−C/∂χs,k = 0,
we obtain the optimal value as follows.

χopt
s,k =

√
cs,k(1 + νs,k)Θs,k,k(

K∑
j=1

Θs,k,jΘ
H
s,k,j)

−1. (27)

2) Fix χ to find optimal Φnorm: Note that, the last term
of (26) can be expressed by the sum of quadratic form like:

K∑
j=1

χH
s,kΘs,k,j(χ

H
s,kΘs,k,j)

H Thus, substituting (23) we can

obtain the relationship as follow:

χH
s,kΘs,k,j

(a)
= χH

s,kh
H
s,RUk

ws,j + χH
s,kh

H
s,RUk

Qs(Φnorm)gsRws,j

(b)
= χH

s,kh
H
s,RUk

ws,j +Qs(θ)
Hdiag(χH

s,kh
H
s,RUk

)gsRws,j ,
(28)

where (a) is obtained by substituting (23) into Θs,k,j, and (b)
is derived by changing the form of the multiplication of vector
and matrix [30]. Qs(θ)

H is the calculated phase shift vector
and θ = [θ1, θ2, · · · , θN ]T , where θn = Φnorm(n, n)∀n ∈
N . By defining αs,k,j = χH

s,kh
H
s,RUk

ws,j and βs,k,j =

diag(χH
s,kh

H
s,RUk

)gsRws,j , the fq3(Φnorm) can be simplified
as:

fPsub−C (Φnorm)

(a)
= −

B∑
s=1

K∑
k=1

K∑
j=1

Qs(θ)
H
βs,k,jβ

H
s,k,jQs(θ)

+

B∑
s=1

K∑
k=1

Re(2
√

cs,k(1 + νs,k)Qs(θ)
H
βs,k,k

−
K∑
j=1

2Qs(θ)
H
βs,k,jα

H
s,k,j)

+

B∑
s=1

K∑
k=1

Re(2
√

cs,k(1 + νs,k)αs,k,j −
K∑
j=1

|αs,k,j |2),

(29)
where (a) is obtained by substituting αs,k,j and βs,k,j into

fPsub−C (Φnorm). Let Λs =
K∑

k=1

K∑
j=1

βs,k,jβ
H
s,k,j , and Γs =

K∑
k=1

2
√

cs,k(1 + νs,k)βs,k,k −
K∑
j=1

2βs,k,jα
H
s,k,j . After ignor-

ing the last constant term, the problem finally turns into:

P̂sub−C : max
θ

−
B∑

s=1

Qs(θ)
H
ΛsQs(θ) + 2Re{Qs(θ)

HΓs},

s.t.θn ∈ C, |θn| = 1.
(30)

So far, the matrix Λs and constraint are positive semidef-
inite. According to Lemma 1, the problem P̂sub−C can be
solved by ADMM using convex optimization tools like CVX.

D. Fix Φnorm,W,ν to Find the Optimal c

After obtaining the current optimal result, users will auto-
matically access to the corresponding BS. Hence, the problem
is reformulated as follows:

Psub−D : max
c

fPsub−D (c) (31)

where

fPsub−D (c) =

B∑
s=1

(
K∑

k=1

cs,k log(1 + νopts,k )

− cs,kν
opt
s,k + cs,k(1 + νopts,k )µ

opt
s,k ).

(32)
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However, random selection on cs,i usually fail to achieve
optimal results. The greedy traversal search can be used
to obtain the optimal solution, but the complexity will be
unacceptable when there are more users. The computation
complexity will multiply BK , which will lead to a poor
adaptable usage in specific scenarios.

Therefore, we propose a fast search algorithm based on
GA [31], reducing the computational complexity and improv-
ing the convergence speed. GA is an adaptive probabilistic
optimization technique based on biological and evolutionary
mechanisms. The algorithm obtains an approximation to the
global optimum through crossover and mutation between
populations. GAs prove their potential in finding exact or near-
optimal solutions in a series of complex system optimization
calculations for the wireless network [32].

For this problem, we initialize the first population P1 =
[pi], i = 1, 2, · · · , I1 with size I1, in which each individual
pi = [ck], k = 1, 2, · · · ,K is a set of BS selections by users.
Individuals are encoded in binary, and ck represents the user’s
selection of BS. For example, if the s-th BS is selected, it is
recorded as 2s−1.

Afterwards, the fitness function F (pi) takes the optimal re-
sult of fPsub−D (c), that is, the maximum SR obtained through
iterative optimization in the current situation. Subsequently,
the evolution of the next population is carried out through the
following operations:

Survival selection operation: Individuals with high fitness
have a higher chance of surviving. According to the roulette
wheel [31], we present the survival probability S(pk) of pk
as:

S(pk) =
F (pk)∑

i∈I

F (pi)
. (33)

Crossover and mutation operation: The crossover oper-
ator X(pi, pj) randomly selects two individuals pi and pj as
parents.Since the positions of genes represent different users,
we adopt a multi-point average crossover method. The two
parents swap the elements with a certain probability and derive
two new member of next generation. The mutation operator
M(pl) randomly selects as individual pl, and changes user
choices with some specific probability. The user with lowest
SINR is choosed and changes its choice by randomly changing
the bit in the cl. The subsequent population is gradually
generated through the above two operators until the quantity
requirements are met.

Finally, the generations are obtained through the above
manner until the termination condition (i.e., the number of
iterations T ) has reached the set value. Compared with the
greedy traversal search, GA can effectively reduce the com-
plexity and obtain an acceptable global optimal solution by
reasonably setting the population size Ig and the number of
iterations T .

The overall algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we
test the achievable performance in 4 BSs and 6 users. The
population size is set between 10 and 20 times the number
of BSs (i.e., 80) and the number of iterations is set as T =
100 in this case. As shown in Fig.3, the proposed algorithm

Algorithm 1 Proposed joint Optimization algorithm for solv-
ing P1

Input: The channels hsUk
, hs,RUk

and gsR with ∀k =
1 · · ·K,∀s = 1 · · ·B

Output: Optimized SR with optimal BS precoding vectors
W, RIS phase shifts of norm frequency θ and optimal BS
choices c

1: Initialize W,θ and c and generate initial population
Pt, t = 1

2: while t ≤ T , do
3: while no convergence of Rsum, do
4: Update ν by (12)
5: Update ϖ by (15)
6: for s = 1 to B do
7: Update Ws by solving (16)
8: end for
9: Update χ by (27)

10: Update θ by solving (30)
11: end while
12: Calulate fitness function in (33)
13: Perform Crossover X(pi, pj) and mutation M(pl)
14: Recieve the next generation Pt+1

15: end while
16: return W, θ and c;
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Fig. 3. The number of iterations vs. SR.

can obtain similar results to the optimal result of traversal
algorithm in an effective time.

Complexity Analysis: According to [29], the complexity of
the whole problem can be regarded as a sum of the complexity
of sub-problems. The main complexity comes from the sub-
problem B and C, and the ADMM method needs to calculate
the inverse of a high-dimension matrix in solving QCQP
problems. Therefore, the main computational complexity can
be abstracted as O(IbB

3M3K3) in solving P̂sub−B and
O(IcN

3) in solving P̂sub−C , where Ib and Ic are the iteration
number. Finally, the computational complexity of the entire
algorithm can be expressed as O(Ig × T × In(IbB

3M3K3 +
IcN

3)), where In is the iterations number for convergence.
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

For simplicity but without loss of generalization, we es-
tablish a system with two BSs (denoted as BS A and BS
B), serving four users as the experimental environment. The
frequency bands of the BSs are 2.3 GHz and 2.5 GHz,
respectively, and the user can select which BS to access to.
There is a RIS in the system, and is modeled as the practical
model including phase and amplitude response and the basic
parameters of each unit are: Li = 2.5 nH, Lo= 0.7 nH and
Re= 0.01 Ω. The wireless transmission medium is set as
Z0 = 377 Ω in the air. Unless otherwise specified, we set
locations of BSs as (80,−50) and (90,−50), users as (20, 0),
(60, 0), (100, 0) and (140, 0), and the RIS as (60, 10). The
number of BS’s antennas is 4, and the maximum transmit
power is 1mW. The number of user’s antennas is 1, the number
of RIS reflection units is 80, and the noise power is -80dbm.

As for the channel model, the large-scale fading of the BS-
RIS link is set as κsUk

= 2.5, and the RIS-User and BS-User
links are set as κsR = 2.8 and κs,RUk

= 3.5, respectively,
which are the same as[4]. For the small-scale fading, the LoS
component of the BS-RIS link is generally considered to be
larger and let λsR = 10, while the BS-User and RIS-User
mainly depend on the NLoS path and are assumed as λsUk

=
λs,RUk

= 0.1.
The schemes we compared are as follows:
1) Baselines: The random phase shift scheme (denoted as

the RND scheme) and no RIS scheme (denoted as the no RIS
scheme). The phase shifts of RIS change randomly between
time slots in the RND scheme. While the BSs optimize their
precoding vectors without RIS in the no RIS scheme. Users
will select the BS according to the signal power.

2) The joint precoding scheme method only considers BS
A (denoted as the OCA scheme): in the network, BS A uses
the joint precoding method proposed in [27] to optimize its
precoding vector and phase shifts. In contrast, BS B designs
the precoding vector according to the CSI obtained in the
training phase. It will be affected by the RIS controlled by
BS A in the subsequent transmission stage.

3) Proposed scheme with fixed users (denoted as the FU
scheme): the joint precoding framework in [25], where users
can only access to the specific BS, and BSs optimize the SR
of their own users. Unless otherwise specified, we generally
assume that users 1 and 3 access to BS A and the rest access
to BS B.

A. The Number of RIS Elements vs. SR

Fig. 4 presents the number of elements at RIS against SR.
We can observe that with the increase of N , the performance
of the proposed scheme, the OCA scheme and the FU scheme
improved, while the no RIS and RND schemes have subtle
changes. Moreover, the performance improvement of the pro-
posed scheme is conspicuous. The FU scheme has lower SR
because the user’s choices are not considered to achieve the
optimal choice. In addition, we find that the OCA scheme
will indeed have a more significant impact on the SR, and the
performance of the system is worse than no RIS scheme when
the number of RIS is small. This is because the improvement
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contributed by RIS to BS A cannot make up for the loss to
BS B. Three lines at the bottom of the figure compare the
rate of BS B among the proposed scheme, no RIS and OCA.
With the increase of N , the rate of BS B does not change
significantly as it is in the OCA scheme, and is lower than
no RIS, which is predictable. We explain this phenomenon in
detail as follows. Due to the channel’s independence, the reflet
link is actually equivalent to a random phase shift obeying a
complex Gaussian distribution, according to the central limit
theorem. The unintended channel overlay makes the designed
precoding no longer suitable for the actual channel, makes
the beam no longer aim at users, and even increases the
interference. Therefore, the loss of BS in OCA results in a
lower SR than the RND scheme and the no RIS scheme.

B. The Max Power Constraint vs. SR

Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the max power of BS
and SR. The SR of each scheme increases as the power rises,
and the proposed scheme has the highest SR. When the power
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is very small, the RIS’s reflected signal is extremely low due
to the path loss, so the actual SR of various schemes is almost
the same. When the transmit power of BSs is extremely large,
since the actual channel of the direct link is better, the designed
precoding vector is more inclined to allocate power to the
direct link rather than the reflect link, making the proposed
scheme almost the same as no RIS. To this end, we also
performed a simulation without the direct path, and it can be
seen that the growth rate is very low, which also proves this
trend.

In the FU scheme, when the power is further increased, the
power of serving users tends to be saturated so that the SR
may be limited. In the OCA scheme, it can be seen that the
increase rate of BS B is very slow compared with no RIS,
resulting in a consistently lower SR.

C. The Position of RIS vs. SR

We present the SR with different positions of RIS in Fig. 6.
Regardless the RIS moving from 0 to 180m on the x axis,
the proposed scheme has the highest SR. When the RIS is
close to users, there are spikes of SR, such as 24, 60, 100,
and 140. This phenomenon implies that the RIS should be
deployed closer to the user. In the FU scheme, SR is degraded
compared with the proposed scheme, unless user choices are
the same as the optimal choices (which will happen in 40–80
meters). The OCA scheme is lower than the no-RIS and RND
schemes, except in some locations where RIS is very close to
the user. Finally, as it can be seen from the two lines below,
the position of RIS also has no significant effect on the BS B
in the OCA scheme.

D. The Number of Antennas vs. SR

Fig. 7 shows the relation between SR and the number of
antennas. The SR rises with the increase of antennas, and
the proposed scheme outperforms the other schemes. When
the number of antennas is large, the SR of the proposed
scheme is closer to that of the FU scheme. That is because the
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energy can be more focused on the target users, which will
reduce the power requirements. The users of BSB under OCA
scheme hardly increases with the number of antennas. This is
because the BSB has no knowledge of the channel changes by
RIS, which makes its precoding completely invalid and cannot
benefit from multi-antenna diversity. Although the number of
antennas increases, the precoding of BSB in OCA is entirely
invalid, which does not increase the actual SR. Therefore, the
SR is even worse than the no RIS scheme when the number
of antennas is large. This further illustrates that deploying RIS
recklessly will have a great impact on other systems.

E. The Frequency Gap vs. SR

Fig. 8 shows the adaptation of the algorithm for different
frequency gap between two frequency bands. The proposed
scheme has the highest SR at various frequency gaps. Due
to the model accuracy, the FU scheme has less SR compared
with the proposed scheme in a small frequency gap. When
the frequency gap is enormous, since most of the phase shifts
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are approximately 0 or 2π, the actual SR is degraded in the
proposed scheme. At the same time, the SR of the OCA
scheme is lower than the above two schemes and has similar
trends with the proposed scheme.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose RIS-assisted multi-band het-
erogeneous networks where BSs serve multiple users over
multiple frequency bands. The RIS utilizes its frequency-
related responses to enhance the overall performance of the
network. In this scenario, by jointly designing the precoding
vector of each BS and the phase shifts of the RIS, the
SR is maximized using an iterative optimization algorithm.
The simulation results show that the proposed scheme can
effectively improve the overall performance of the multi-band
heterogeneous networks. We further investigate the effects of
different RIS elements numbers, deployment locations, and
frequency gaps to provide guidance for RIS deployment. At
the same time, the results verify that unplanned RIS deploy-
ment has no benefit to the network but will destroy the stability
of the existing system. Possible directions for future works
include more complex scenarios such as cell-free networks,
and more practical models such as discrete phase-shift.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

By expanding with Taylor expansion, (18) can be converted
into:

ϕs,e

=
as(bnorm − dnormϕnorm,e) + bs(cnormϕnorm,e − anorm)

cs(bnorm − dnormϕnorm,e) + ds(cnormϕnorm,e − anorm)

= λ+ α(
1

1 + (βϕnorm,e)
).

(34)
Because the ϕnorm,e ∈ C, the premise of Taylor expansion

of complex variables is that the power series can be analytic
in the circle of convergence. While in (34), the region of
convergence is |βϕnorm,e| ≤ 1. Unfortunately, we find that
|β| = 1 when |fnorm − fs| → ∞, and |β| > 1 when the
frequency gap is small. That means the ϕnorm,e could not
converge to the unit circle. However, it is worth pointing out
that since we mainly consider the change of phase here, which
β only changes the phase of ϕnorm,e. That means that although
the absolute value of the expansion may not converge when
|ϕnorm,e| = 1, the phase of the expansion is always converged
no matter what value β takes.

Furthermore, the complex function which likes QHΛQ is
convex, where the diagonal matrix Q calculating by (19),
and the positive semidefinite matrix Λ. Because the Hessian
matrix of it is a positive semidefinite matrix in 0-order term,

1-order term and the remaining high-order terms, which can
be expressed as:

(
θH1 θ1

)t−2
Λs,1 0 · · · 0

0
(
θH2 θ2

)t−2
Λs,2 0 0

... 0
. . .

...
0 0 · · ·

(
θHn θn

)t−2
Λs,n

 . (35)

Thence, it can be solved by convex optimization methods.
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